
 

SPUTNIK WASHING MACHINE 

 

Assembly Instructions 

 

 

 

1. Connect the front and back panels to one of the side panels by pressing the joining lugs “A” into 

the corresponding holes and slide into position. 

2. Place the side panel on a flat surface with the front and back panels facing upward. 

3. Fit the tub into the stand (fig 1.) by inserting the SHORT axle into the pivot hole “B” in the side 

panel that is on the flat surface. 

4. Fit the remaining side panel to the front and back panels (fig 2.) ensuring that the LONG axle of 

the tub is through the pivot hole BEFORE sliding the joining lugs into position. 

5. Fit the lug covers “D” by pressing them firmly into the lug holes “E” 

6. Fix the handle to the long axle and your Sputnik Washing Machine is now ready to use. 

7. To secure the handle a self-tapping screw is provided. 

  



 

 

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Sort the washing into loads according to the material type and / colours (Refer to load chart.) 

2. Add the required water. (Refer to water temperature chart.) 

3. Add the required washing powder. (Refer to washing chart.) 

(It is best to dissolve the washing powder first or to use a liquid detergent.) 

4. Add the Washing. 

5. Fit the pressure lid.(Refer to diagram.) 

 

 

6. Attach the handle and turn the machine at approximately one turn per second for the 

recommended time. 

7. After washing is completed, unscrew the pressure lid by turning the pressure knob slowly to release 

the pressure. 

8. To drain the water in the machine, insert the water release valve. 

9. To rinse the load, fill the machine with clean water, add a teaspoon of fabric softener, (this 

neutralises any soap residue that is left).  Replace and tighten the pressure lid and turn the 

machine for approximately 30 seconds. 

10. Insert the water release valve to drain the water and repeat rinse process again if necessary. 

11. Remember to remove the drain before filling the Sputnik with water. 

12. Do not try and spin the Sputnik whilst the water release drain pipe is still connected. 



 

 

 

1. The water release valve is situated underneath the tub and slightly to the right. 

2. To operate the water pressure valve, stop the machine with the valve at the bottom and insert 

the water release pipe into the valve from the right hand side. Inserting the male section of the 

pipe and turning it a quarter clockwise until the pipe clicks into position. 

3. When the water release pipe is inserted into the machine, it automatically opens the release 

valve allowing the water to run out of the machine. When the water release pipe is removed 

the valve closes automatically. 

4. If the water in the machine does not flow out rapidly upon insertion of the water release pipe, a 

garment may be blocking the outlet hole. Agitating the machine often clears this blockage, 

however you may need to clear the blockage by hand. 

 

  



WASHING INSTRUCTIONS 

 

Load Chart 

Load Type A White Cottons and Linens 

Load Type B Colour Fast Cottons and Linens 

Load Type C White Synthetics and Cotton Blends 

Load Type D Nylons and Coloured Synthetics 

Load Type E Delicates 

 

 

Washing Chart 

Load Water Suggested Washing 
Powder 

Time 

0.5 Kg 1.5 Litres 0.5 teaspoon 1 Minute 

1 Kg 3 Litres 1 teaspoon 1.25 Minutes 

1.5 Kg 4.5 Litres 1.5 teaspoons 1.5 Minutes 

2.2 Kg 6 Litres 2 teaspoons 2 Minutes 

 

The above washing powder is a suggested amount and depends on the brand used and the 

state of the clothing to be washed.  Heavily soiled or stained  clothing will need to be pre-

soaked and may require more washing powder.  Remember not to us excessive amounts of 

washing powder as this will require many rinse loads to remove the residue. 

Very absorbent materials may require more water but do not exceed the above listed litres. 

If necessary reduce the size of the load. 

 

Temperature Chart 

Load Type A Load Type B Load Type C Load Type D Load Type E 
70 c 60 c 50 c 40 c 30 c 

Very Hot Hot Hand Hot Warm Luke Warm 

 

  



SAFETY 

 

• Do not use boiling water in the machine. 

• Do not leave the pressure lid on the machine after washing if the machine is still hot as a vacuum 

may form upon cooling. 

• Do not store the machine in direct sunlight. 

• Do not store the machine with the pressure knob turned tight. 

• Do not overload the machine. Instead do smaller loads as the machine will wash better and quicker. 

• Do not exceed recommended temperatures stated on the garment label. 

• Do not Store the machine when wet. 

• Keep the machine out of the reach of children. 

• Please refer to the load and temperature chart in the manual. 

• Only use the machine on a solid level surface. 

• Do not leave children unattended or unsupervised with the product.  

 

 

ONE  YEAR MANUFACTURE  WARRANTY 

Thank you for purchasing your SPUTNIK WONDER WASH.  Our Products are manufactured to the highest 

quality and standards and every precaution has been taken to ensure that your experience with your 

SPUTNIK WONDER WASH is enjoyable. 

SPUTNIK WONDER WASH, their Agents, Manufacturers and Distributors shall not be held responsible for 

normal wear and tear or damages caused by accidents or improper use.  This product must only be used 

for its intended purpose as listed in the washing instructions enclosed.  Under no circumstances shall the 

SPUTNIK WONDER WASH, their Agents, Manufacturers or Distributors be held liable for incidental or 

consequential damages. 

Whilst washing in both the home and or outdoor environments, certain hazards are present and we 

request that you read the safety instructions enclosed herein. 

Please do not let children operate this product and never leave children unattended or unsupervised with 

this product. Please take note that during assembly, small parts and a plastic bag pose a serious threat to 

unsupervised children in the form of chocking and suffocation.  After assembly please dispose of the plastic 

bag and any residual small parts in a responsible manner. 

Please direct enquiries to info@ragsnstuff.co.za   and a consultant will attend to your query. 

Please read assembly, draining, washing and safety instructions carefully to ensure the safe and effective 

use of this product.  Kindly test your product at least once before using it on an outdoor trip. 

Kindly keep your invoice and proof of payment to validate your warranty, should the need arise. 
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